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Resume

Le code TESHOM et son modèle associé de données sont très employés
pour fournir des données d'entréo aux codes de réseaux.

Grâce à TESHOM on peut se servir d'un paquet de cartes de données
pour introduction dans les codes de réseaux I..ATKEP, WIMS et
POWDERPUFS.

On décrit en détail le modèle de données et on note certains des
principes à la base de la conception du code ainsi que ses
limitations.
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by
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ABSTRACT

The TESHOM code and its associated data format is widely used to provide
input data for lattice codes.

Through TESHOM one data deck can be used to provide input to the LATREP,
W1MS and POWDERPUFS lattice codes.

The data format is described in detail, some of the principles behind
the design of the code and its limitations are noted.
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TRSHOM: A Users Manual

by

J. Griffiths

1 PURPOSE, CAPABILITIES AND LIMITATIONS

The TESIIOM code developed from the input routines of a now
defunct lattice code naned UNCLE.

TESHOM generates input data for lattice codes from a simple
free format form of data. The input to TESHOM is checked for accuracy
of key punching (where possible) and self consistency.

The output is used to drive the POWDERPUFFS and WIMS ^
lattice codes and the family of L A T R E P ' ' lattice codes.

Both WIMS and LATREP require coolant annuli to be associated with
rings of fuel pins. There are three annularization options'

i) equal width of coolant on each side of the fuel pin pitch
circle. Default for H»0 coolant.

ii) equal area of coolant on each side of the fuel pin pitch
circle. Default for D O , void and organic coolant.

iii) users arbitrary choice by means of input radii.

Options i) and ii) assume that the volume per unit length of the annulus
per fuel pin it contains is the saint; for each annulus whatever the size
of a fuel pin.

For the WIMS code, mesh points are allocated tj the annularized data on the

following basis:

a) one mesh per annulus for plain coolant annuli and central
structural annuli.

b) for fuelled coolant annuli one mesh point for each region of
the fuel pin and one for the coolant.

c) two meshes per annulus in the annuli separating the coolant
and moderator.

d) the moderator is divided so that the mesh separation is no
more than 2 cm.
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The full generality of the WIMS PIJ transport routine cannot
be exercised via TESHOM.

Some of the input data are particular to one or other of the
lattice rodes serviced by TESHOM. Inclusion of such data in an input deck
intended for one of the other lattice codes has no effect and those data
will be ignored. The library of nuclear data available to each of the
lattice codes is different. TESHOM checks that the materials called for
are available within the library of the lattice code being serviced and if
not exits gracefully with a diagnostic message.

After each set of data has been processed a series of messages
is printed which are comments about the case described by the data. These
comments should be checked to ensure that they correspond to the users
intentions.

2. DATA FORMAT

TESHOM input data contain numbers and non-numerical words. The
only restrictions on the positions of these items on a card, aside from
their sequence, is that at least one blank must separate any item from the
next item on the card.

Any number may contain a decimal point or not, as desired, whether
the number is an integer or not. Alco, any number may be multiplied by a
power of ten; the exponent must be separated from the mantissa by an asterisk
(not the letter E).

The input routine has been written to accommodate the following
general requirements:

(1) Simple card preparation, i.e., no formatting of the data is required.

(2) Cards for continuation cases should have the same format as cards

used in the specification of the first full case.

(3) The data required should be of the types that are available on an
engineering drawing of the fuel element.

(4) Data which are common to more than one part of the lattice should
not have to be specified more than once.

(5) Data specifying the materials present should not rely on code numbers
to identify the material but should use the commonly accepted
abbreviated name of the materials, e.g. 2381] or U238 and D_0 etc.

(6) Where there is more than one way of specifying an item of data then
all these ways should be accepted by the routine, e.g., the pitch: cm
square, cm Hex, equivalent radius.
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(7) Any errors or inconsistencies in the data should not cause the routine
to fail, rather diagnostic messages should be issued to enable the
user to correct the data.

To achieve th^se requirements the data are grouped into DATA
BLOCKS, each data block having a three letter KEYWORD and a DATA GROUP which
is the actual data. At present there are 66 data blocks.

Comments may be inserted anywhere in the data provided they are
enclosed within brackets. Omission of the brackets will result in at
least one diagnostic message per word of comment.

3. THE DATA BLOCKS

3.1 Some Definitions

It is necessary to define some terms which are used in *-he
description of the data blocks.

Subcell - A fuel pin tie rod etc. or anything that prevents
the lattice cell having annular geometry.

Region - An annular region in the cell with the exception
of the coolant and moderator.

Region Group - A set of contiguous regions, e.g. pressure tube,
gap, calandria tube, would be a region group of
three regions.

Subcell Group- In clusters the fuel pins etc. can usually be
split into groups of rods, e.g. a 19 element
cluster is made up of 3 subcell groups containing
1, 6, 12 subcells. All subcells of a subcell
group are assumed to be identical.

Zone - A subcell zone is one of the parts of a subcell,
e.g. the fuel.

3.2 Data Blocks for TESHOM Control

KayWord Data group and description.

NEW Precedes all other data and indicates a NEW case. All
storage areas in TESHOM are zeroed.

STA Indicates that a complete set of data has been input.
TESHOM STArts to process the data.
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STO Indicates that no more data are to be input, TESHOM is
to STOp processing data, attach the required lattice
code and terminate.

CDE This block selects the lattice CODE

i) LATREP

CDE LATREP n

selects cycle n LATREP .

CDE LBD n
selects cycle n of the LBD version of LATREP (n=2,3).

ii) POWDERPUFFS

CDE PPV (N C )(N C,)(N C )(N C )
selects the current version of POWDERPUFFS

Bracketed items are optional and described in
section 3.4.3.7.

iii) WIMS

CDE WIMS T (L) (P) (Q) (R)

where T selects the transport option and is one of:

DSN

PERSEUS

PIJ .

Bracketed () items are optional and are described in
section 3.4.2.7.

iv) Absence of a CDE card causes a cycle of LATREP to be
selected. The cycle depends upon the input data.

3.3 Data Blocks Common to all Lattice Codes

These data blocks describe the lattice cell in terms of its
geometry, material composition and physical conditions of temperature and
density.

Two sets of data blocks define the coolant and the moderator.
Omitting some or all of the coolant data will result in it being replaced
where appropriate by that part of the moderator data and vice versa.

Keywords enclosed in braces {} are alternatives, only one of
which is required.
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'5.3.1 Dnta Blocks for Subcells

Keyword Data group and description.

SCZ The number of LHibCell Zones in each subcell group. If
all subcell groups have the same number of subcell.
zones then only the number of subcell zones in one of
the subcell groups need be specified.

SCR For each SubCell group the outside Radius of each
subcell zone (all subcells in a group are assumed
identical) starting with the smallest radius of the
innermost subcell zone. If all subcell groups have the
same number of subcell zones and the same radii, the
radii need only be given for one subcell group.

SCM For each J3ubCe.ll group the number of Materials in each
subcell zone starting with the innermost subcell zone
of the innermost subcell group. If all subcell groups
have the same number of subcell zones and the same
number of materials in corresponding subcell zones then
the data need only be specified for one subcell group.
If the composition of a subcell zone is the same as a
previous subcell zone then SCM for this su'ocell zone can
be given as 100 + the number of the subcell zone of the
same composition,e.g. 101.

SCT For each Sub£eli gioup the Temperature (°C) of each
subcell zone, starting with the innermost subcell zone
of the innermost subcell group. If all subcell groups
have the same temperature in all subcel" zones then the
temperature need only be specified once. If all subcell
zones and the temperatures in corresponding subcell zones
are the same,then the temperatures need only be specified
for one subcell group. If all the subcell zones in one
subcell group have the same temperature the temperatures
can be specified once for each subcell group by punching
10,000 + the temperature of the cell group.

SCD For each JSubCell group the Density of each subcell zone
starting with the innermost zone of the innermost group.
If all subcell groups have the same number of subcell
zones and the density of corresponding cubcell zones is
the same then the densities need only be specified for
one subcell group. If SCM for a subcell zone ts100 +
then the density for this subcell zone must not be
specified.
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sew

SCA'

SGS

SGR

SGD

The composition of each JSubCJell in the form of pairs of
numbers which are the material name followed by the
Weight fraction. If corresponding subcell zones of all
subcell groups have the same composition then the
compositions need only be specified for one subcell group.

As SCW but atomic fractions.

For each j[ubcell G_roup the number of Skibcells contained
in that subcell group.

For each jSubcell G_roup the Radius on which the subcells
of that subcell group are arranged. The pitch circle.

For each Subcell Group the Distance between the centres
of the subcells in that group.

3.3.2 Data Blocks for Regions

Keyword Data group and description.

RGR For each Region J3Roup uhe number of regions in that
group. If there is only one region group this data
block may be omitted.

RER For the Regions, the R_adii in the order: inside radius
of the innermost region of the innermost region group
followed by the outside radii of each region of the
innermost region group. These followed by the radii for
the other region groups in the same order.

REM For each RE_gion the number of Materials in that region.
If a region has the same composition as a more central
region then if the number of materials for this region
is specified as 100 plus the region number of the more
central region (the innermost region being region
number 1) a saving in the amount of data to be specified
for other code words can be made.

RET For each REgion the Temperature of that region. If all
regions have the same temperature then the temperature need
only be specified once. If this region has been specified
by an REM code of X=100+ and the temperature of the region
is the same as that of region number X-100 then the temp-
erature for this region can be omitted.

#If the composition of a Subcell zone is the same as the composition of n
previous subcell zone and the SCM code for the subcell zone is 100 + the
number of the identical composition subcell zone then the composition of
this subcell zone is omitted.
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RED For each REgion the Density of that region. If this

region has been specified by an REM code of X=10Q+ and
the density of this region is the same as that of region
number X-100 then the density of this region can be
omitted.

REW For each RlSglon pairs of numbers being the material name
followed by the Weight fraction of that material,
starting at the innermost region. If the region has a
REM code greater than 100 then the composition of that
region must not be given.

REA As REW but Atomic fractions.

3.3.3 Data Blocks For The Coolant

Keyword jata group and description.

COD COolant Density. If more than one number follows this
code the density will be assumed to have a radial
variation of tnr form o=ai+a2r+a3r

2+....+anr
n~1 where a

are the input numbers and r the radius.

COT OT^lant Temperature. If more than one number follows
this code the temperature will be assumed to have a
radial variation of the same form as described for COD.

COW CCJolant Weight fraction. Pairs of numbers being the
material name and the weight fraction.

COA As COW but Atomic fractions.

ANR For each ring of fuel pins a pair of numbers being the
inside and outside radii of the ANnulus of coolant
associated with that fuel Ring. This data block overides
the default annular!zation schemes.

3.3.4 Data Blocks For The Moderator

Keyword Data group and description.

MOD Moderator Density. If more than one number follows a
radial variation of the form described for COD will be
assumed.

MOT Moderator Temperature. If more than one number follows a
radial vari^/ion of the form described for COD will be
assumed.



MOW Moderator Weight fraction.

MOA As MOW but Atomic fractions.

PHE .Pitch cm HExagonal.

PSQ Pitch cm Square.

PRA Equivalent Pitch RAdius cm

3.3.5 End Region Data Blocks

Keyword Data group and description.

ERZ The number of I5nd Region Zones.

ERM For each J]nd Region the number of Materials in that end
region. If the end region has the same composition as a
previous region then one may punch 100 plus the number
of the previous region. This has the same affect as it
has with the REM code and affects all the following jiR
codes.

ERD For each jind Region the density of that end region.

ERV For each J|nd Region the Volume (cm3) of that end region.

ERW For each fold Region the Weight fraction as for ERM.

ERA As ERW but Atomic fractions.

LEF LEngth of Fuel cm

LEC LEngth of C_ell cm,

3.3.6 Job Description Data Block

Keyword Data group and description.

TIT The remainder of the card and if necessary the next card
contain the job TITle.

3.3.7 Burnup Control Data Blocks

Keyword Data group and description.

PHI The average Westcott flux in the fuel. Assumed
constant over the burnup.

WPC The bundle heat output in kiloWatts Per Cm.
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/WMA\ The maximum irradiation step size (n/W) between neutron
) \ spectrum calculations.

TMA The maximum time step size (days) between neutron
spectrum calculations.

( WTO i The final irradiation at the end of the burnup.

( TTO ) The time at the end of the bumup

Note that although (WMA.TMA) and (WTO,TTO) are alternatives, consistency
must be exercised. For example (WMA, TTO) is not permitted.

3.3.8 Flags

Flags are used to select options provided by the codes serviced by
TESHOM and to control the TESHOM annularisation. Those in the first category
can by found in section 3.4.

Keyword Data group for description.

FLG AREA selects equal area annularization.

WIDTH selects equal width annularization.

CLEAR clears all flags to their default values.

3.4 Data Blocks Particular to Individual Lattice Codes

3.4.1 LATREP

3.4.1.1 Burnup Control

Keyword Data group and description.

YOA The burnup proceeds until the reactivity approximates
the number following the keyword. If the number is
positive the measure of the reacti-.ity is YIELD/ABSORPTION.
If the number is negative the measu-e of the reactivity is

YIELD/(ABSORPTION PLUS LEAKAGE)
If INTEG is specified on the OUT card (3.4.1.3 ) the
yield, absorption and leakage will be integrated values.

DEC Two numbers defining a PECay period. The numbers are
the time period of the decay and the number of such
periods. Spectrum calculations are performed at the end
of each period.

* 1 b = 1(T28 m2
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RES followed by one number which may be

0 terminates REStart, compositions set to initial
values.

1 REStarts burnup sequence by entering the edit
routines first, and effectively re-calculates the
previous case.

2 REStarts burnup using previously calculated cross
sections and flux distributions for the new burnup
and decay step.

3 REStarts burnup in the burnup routine and uses the
pieviously calculated cross sections and flux
distributions to compute equilibrium poisons at the
(new) specified flux level.

RES followed by three numbers which are 1 p q.

Fuel compositions are obtained from the q edit of the
p t n input deck. Each STA card causes p to increment
(p=0 for RES 0) and each edit in a burnup sequence
increment q. This must be used along with the flag
RESTART. (3.4.1.6)

3.4.1.2 Environment Description

Keyword Data group and description.

BBA Followed by three numbers

1) Fuel average epithermal index

2) Fuel average neutron temperature C
3) The ratio of non-thermal/thermal absorptions in the

fertile component of the fuel.

These values override those calculated by LATREP.

TRS Followed by the effective neutron temperature and epi-
thermal index of the ^Thermal Reference Spectrum used in
the calculation of various reaction rate ratios.

BQC The geometric BUCkling for the lattice (M~ ). If not
specified is assumed to be zero.

SHD Followed by pairs of data being a nuclide name and the
ratio of the JSHieip_ed resonance integral to the
infinite dilution resonance integral for that nuclide.
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3.4.1.3 Output Control

Keyword Data group and description.

OUT Followed by combinations of some or all of the following
words and numbers.

FLUX flux edit.
REGION reaction rate by region edit.
MATERIAL reaction rate by material edit.
TABLE summary of major cell constants.

SUMMARY reaction rate summary at 2nd of burnup steps.
INTEG integrated reaction rate edit for any of

above. See also YOA (3.4.1.1).
NONE minimal edit, flux, time irradiation, power

at each burnup step.

0 equivalent to FLUX REGION MATERIAL TABLE SUMMARY

1 equivalent to FLUX MATERIAL TABLE SUMMARY

2 equivalent to FLUX SUMMARY

3 equivalent to MATERLALS TABLE SUMMARY

4 equivalent to SUMMARY

5 equivalent to TABLE

Input to subsequent codes; one or none of

TABPER, PERTAL, AXAUGE, MICRETE, TUMULT, WNRE,
TIMEAUG, ISOGEN, LATAB, ISOCYL, MIX, 3TATS

3.4.1.4 Tactics

These data groups are designed to reduce computing time at the
cost of some accuracy.

Keyword Data group and description.

FST Followed by two numbers being

1) n : the resonance escape calculation will be entered
every (n.+l) burnup step.

2) n ; n2^0 the numerical integration used to solve
the depletion equations will use n~ subdivisions
instead of a calculated value based on the
minimum decay constant.
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GSR Followed by one or two numbers being

11 a guess at the epithermal index in the fuel.

2) the absolute convergence criterion for the epi-
thermal index calculation.

3.4.1.5 Fuel Cycle Control.

Keyword Data ("roup ,md description.

CHN Followed by a list of nuclide names.

The burnup chains are defined by combining certain
default chains with the other burnup materials
occurring in the input data. This data block allows
extra burnup matt-rials to be included in the burnup
chains. The nuclides can either be in pairs which
define the beginning and end of chains or individual
names. The default chains are for uranium, LJ235 to
U239; Np239 to Np24O; Pu239 to Pu242; for thorium,
Th2J2 to Th233; Pa233 to Pa234; U233 to U235.

NSK followed by a list of nuclide names.

Normally nuclides with very short half lives are
assumed to decay instantaneously. Any nuclide
specified will not be assumed to decay instantaneously.

3.4.1.6 Flags

A selection from these flags and those given in 3.3.7 may be
used.

Keyword Data group and description.

FLG ABS No fissile material case describes an
ABSorber rod.

DFP Detailed Fission products.

EQP in conjunction with DFP gives zero irradiation
case with Equilibrium .Poisons.

N2N No (N2N) reactions in burnup chain.

RESTART flags the restart option noted in 3.4.1.1.
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Two edits are available. The default is the CSD edit.

NOCSD causes the alternate edit to b^ used.

CSD restores the CSD edit.

NORES switch off the resonance calculation.

CHAIN the daca on the CHN card (3.4.1.5) represent
the beginning and ends of burnup chains. No
modifications are t.. be made to these chains.

3.4.1.7 LBD version of LATREP.

Keyword Data group and description.

BDC Followed I / up to four numbers being

i) defines the type of Benoist diffusion coefficient
calculation

0 entire region between fuel and moderator is
averaged into a "void". (default)

1 everything up to the pressure tube is fuel,
the calandria tube is averaged into the
moderator.

>2 Benoist calculation bypassed,

ii) Cycle 3 only. Dancoff reduction factor,

iii) Cycle 3 only. Fudge factor.

If i) is equal to 4 and cycle 3 is used all options
(.Benoist, Dancoff, Fudge) are bypassed.

3.4.2 WIMS

3.4.2.1 Burnup Control

Keyword Data group and description.

RES 1 signifies REStart burriup with current fuel
composition.

0 REStart with original fuel composition.
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3.4.2.2 Environment Description

Keyword Data group and description.

BUC Followed by one or two numbers being

i) Total geometric Buckling (M ).

ii) Axial geometric Buckling (M ).

If the axial buckling is omitted a value equal to
half the total buckling is used.

3.A.2.3 Output Control

Keyword Data group and description.

OUT (n) (a a2 ) (CHAIN K ^ ) PRINTC (M-^M-jM^)

(RESTART)(GETRANS)(HISTORY)(TESTPRNT)

The presence of the word RESTART produces the WIMS
edit instruct ion MATERIALS 0.

The up to four numbers after PRINTC determine the
contents of the WIMS PRINTC card. Default is
PRINTC 0 0 0 0.

The numbers after CHAIN determine the chains to be
printed out and CHAINS K K corresponds to WIMS input:

SUPPRESS 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1
{position 1 2 (1^-1)1^0^+1) (K2-1)K2(K2+1)}

If the CHAIN set is not present, output is determined
by the words a. or the number n. The words and
numbers are the same as used by LATREP (3.4.1,3).
In terms of the words the result is:

i) use of any words produces output from chains
1, 2, 14. If the FLS data block (see Page 15) is
used chain 15 is also output.

ii) FLUX produces chains 6, 7, 13.

iil) REGION produces chain 13.

iv) TABLE produces chain 15.

v) MATERIAL produces chain 13 and if there is burnup

chain 15.
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FLS

PAR

vi) SUMMARY has no effect other than (i).

vii) NONE negates any of the previous words.

When no OUT data block is given output is obtained
from chains 1 2 14 .

TESTPRNT results in the WIMS TESTPRINTS card being
output. This can also be achieved by a flag (3.4.2.4).
HISTORY results in a WIMS HISTORY card being produced.
GETRANS produces interface data for that code.

followed by pairs of data being a material name and
a temperature C for which edit output is required,
WIMS REACTION data.

WIMS PARTITION data. Provides group structure for few
group edit. Default is a four group structure

(10 MeV-0.82 MeV, 0.82 MeV-4 eV, 4 eV-0.625 eV, 0.625 eV-0)

3.4.2.4

A selection from the flags given in 3.3.7 and those that follow
may be used

Keyword

FLG

Data group and description.

BURN BIO boron is depleted by the burnup routine .

3.4.2.5 PIJ Data

Keyword

ANG

DWRITE WIMS DWRITE card is produced.

TILT WIMS TILT card in produced.

FREE WIMS FREE card is produced .

TESTPRNT WIMS TESTPRINTS cards is produced.

NOBUCK WIMS NOBUCKLING card is produced.

SATURATE (name) produces a WIMS SATURATE name card.

NORESSHD WIMS NORESONANCE card is produced .

PREOUT A PREOUT 1 card is produced.

Data group and description.

For each ring of fuel pins the angular displacement
(radians) of one reference pin in each ring from some
arbitrary line.
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3.4.2.6 Transport Calculation Group Structure

Keyword Data group and description.

GRP Produces WIMS FEWGROUP data. Followed by WIMS fine
group numbers defining the group structure for the
transport calculation. Default is an 18 group structure
corresponding to FEWGROUP 2 5 10 15 23 24 26 27 36
39 45 48 53 56 60 63 66 6°.

3.4.2.7 TESHOM Control

Keyword Data group and description.

CDE WIMS DSN
PIJ
PERSEUS

ARIADNE
BENOIST
TRANSPT

(PIJ data)

If the leakage options ARIADNE, BENOIST or TRANSPT
are omitted the default will be BENOIST.

The PIJ data consists of 3 numbers :

i) t!ie cluster symmetry factor n_ .
B

ii) number of lines in PIJ mesh n .

iii) number of angles in PIJ mesh N .

Default values are

ii) N =4*R/r

R=radius of PIJ region
r=smallest radius within PIJ region

iii) ND=24/(r*|nB|)

r as in ii) .

3.4.3 POWDERPUFFS

3.4.3.1 Burnup Control

Keyword Data group and description.

WPC Three numbers being

i) Heat rating kW/cm .
ii) Fraction of fission power removed by the coolant .
iii) Flux ratio reactor average to reactor maximum.
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3.4.3.2 Environment: Description

Use of the BBA data block (3.4.1.2) for epithermal index (r)
and neutron temperature (T) is recommended. Default values are r=0;
T=Tcoolant.

Keyword Data group and description.

DRI Coolant to fuel flux ratio. (default is 1)

BUG Two numbers being
i) Total Buckling M"' •
ii) Radial Buckling M~2 •

3.4.3.3 Output Control

Keyword Data group and description.

OUT (N)(INTEG)(.1ABPER)(EXTERM)(MULTI)

where
N=2 gives full output at every epithermal index loop
N=3 gives normal output
N=4 suppresses printout of the working arrays at the

end of the run
Default is N=4.

INTEG gives a time averaged uc'.put.

TABPER, EXTERM, MULTI interface data to other codes.

3.4.3.4 Reactor Parameters

Keyword Data group and description.

TUM Followed by five numbers being

a) extrapolated length of reactor cm.

If zero a TUMULT calculation is performed.
b) core radius cm.
c) reactor radius cm.
d) radial form factor-
e) total fission power, MW•
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3.4.3.5 Perturbation Case

Keyword Data group and description.

PER Followed by up to two numbers being

i) perturbed run initial exposure,

ii) perturbed run final exposure.

3.4.3.6 Partial Reset of Data

Keyword Data group and description.

RST Followed by pairs of numbers, n^ P^.
The effect is to change the contents of elemenl n.
of POWDERPUFFS storage array ROOO to the value P.*

3.4.3.7 TESHOM Control

Keyword Data group and description.

CDE PPV (C],N1)(C2N2)(C3N3)(C4N4)

The C. are the optional words TNCRIT, DEGMCRIT,
PCRIT and the N^ are the convergence criteria for
the neutron temperature, DGGMS burnup, Pu240 burnup,
and epithermal index. Default values are 10~^, 10~2,
1CT3 and K T 3 .

3.4.3.8 Bundle Size

Keyword Data group and description.

LEF LEngth of Fuel in the bundle cm.

4. SAMPLE CASE

The routine contains many error exits and it should not be
possible for an incorrect data set to be processed by the routine. Each
error exit results in a concise and 'exact' definition of the error being
printed out before the case is terminated. With the aid of these arror
exits the user should rapidly become expert at preparing data for the
routine.

To prepare data for:

28 element natural UO2 cluster.
fuel arranged in rings of 4, 8, 16 pins.
all pins identical, being fuel of radius 0.7105 cm
Zirconium clad inner radius .7155 cm outer radius 0.761 cm.
Fuel temperatures in the three rings are 75, 50, 30°C and
the cladding is assumed to be the same temperature as its fuel.
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The coolant is D O , H O at 30°C density = 1 g/cm3

The moderator is D^O, H2O of the same purity as the coolant at
20°C density = 1 g/cm3

There is an aluminum pressure tube inner radius 5.0965 cm
outer radius 5.3925

temperature 20°C .
There is an aluminum calandria tube inner radius 6.230 cm

outer radius 6.369
temperature 20°C .

Between these tubes is an air gap at 20°C.

The fuel pirs are arranged on circles of radii, 1.165, 2.65,
4.205 cm and the pitch is 28 cm Hex. After this case the coolant is
to be changed to air at 25°C. "he job is to be run on WIMS with the
DSN transport calculation. The following is the data input to TESHOM.

NEW

CPE WIMS DSN

SCZ 3 SCM 3 1 1 SCR .7105 .7155 .761 SCW 0 .1184878
U235 .0062713863 U238 .87524086 AIR 1 ZR 1 SCT_ 10075
10050 10035 SCD 10.45 .0014 6.55 RER 5.0965
5.3925 6.23 6.369 REM 1 1 101 REW AL 1 AIR 1

RET 20 RED 2.7 .0014 MOW H20 .00252 D20 .99748

MOT 25 MOD 1 PHE 28 SGS 4 8 16 SGR 1.165 2.65 4.205

STA

TIT AIR COOLED 25 DEG C

COT 25 COW AIR 1 COD .0014

S1A

STO
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5 . INDEX OF KEYWORDS

Keyword

ANG
ANR
BBA
BDC
BUC

CDE

CHN
COA
COD

COT
COW
DEC
DR1
ERA
ERD
ERD
ERM
ERV
ERW
ERZ
FLG

FLS
FST
GSR
SRP
LEC
IXF

MOA
MOD
MOT
MOG

Section

3.4.2.5
3.3.3
3.4. 1.2
3.4.1.7
3.4.1.2
3.4.2.2
3.4.3.2
3.2
3.4.2.7
3.4.3.7
3.4.1.5
3.3.3
3.3.3

3.3.3
3.3.3
3.4.1.1
3.4.3.2
3.3.5
3.3.5
3.3.5
3.3.5
3.3.5
3.3.5
3.3.5
3.3.?
3.4.1.6
3.4.2,4
3.4.2.3
3.4.1.4
3.4.1.4
3.4.2.6
3.3.5
3.3.5
3.4.3.8
3.3.4
3.3.4
3.3.4
3.3.4

Keyword

NSK
OUT

PAR
TER
PHE
PHI
PRA
PSQ
REA
RED
REM
RER
RES

RET
REW
RGR
RGR
RST
SCA
SCD
S CM
SCR
SCT

sew
SCZ
SGD
SGR
SGS
SHD
TMA
TRS
TTO
TUM
WMA
WPC

Section

3.4.1.5
3.4.1.3
3.4.2.3
3.4.3.3
3.4.2.3
3.4.3.5
3.3.4
3.3.7
3.3.4
3.3.4
3.3.2
3.3.2
3.3.2
3.3.2
3.4.1.1
3.4.2.1
3.3.2
3.3.2
3.3.2
3.3.2
3.4.3.6
3.3.1
3.3.1
3.3.1
3.3.1
3.3.1
3.3.1
3.3.1
3.3.1
3.3.1
3.3.1
3.4.1.2
3.3. 7
3.4.1.2
3.3.7
3.4.3.4
3.3.7
3.3.7
3.4.3.1

Keyword

WTO
YOA

Section

3.3.7
3.4.1.1
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